
Having worked for the Walt Disney Company for some 25 years, Duncan Wardle
now serves as an independent innovation and design thinking consultant, helping
companies around the globe embed a culture of innovation and creativity across
their organizations, delivering a series of keynotes, training workshops and leading
innovation projects. His unique Design Thinking process helps people capture
unlikely connections, leading to both fresh thinking and revolutionary ideas.
Most recently Duncan was Head of Innovation and Creativity for the Walt Disney
Company, where he helped support franchises such as Lucas Films, Pixar, Marvel,
Disney Imagineering, Disney Parks and ESPN. Working as innovation catalyst and
cultural change agent, he helped each line of business increase their capacity to
innovate at scale.
He is a TedX speaker and contributor to Fast Company Magazine. He lectures at
Yale, the University of North Carolina, Duke University and the University of
Florida. In 2008 he received the American Citizen of Choice Award at the White
House. In 2014 he was awarded an Hons. Doctorate from Edinburgh University in
Scotland. He also holds the Duke of Edinburgh Award presented by Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth.

Testimonials

Duncan Wardle

Duncan has amazed all of us and our audience during his visit to Colombia.
Addressing to an audience of over 1,000 people he was able to land innovation
and creativity in very simple and practical steps, and in a very fun way also! It is
obvious that his over 20 years of experience with outstanding results in his back
has given us also proven results of his proposed methodology. As a speaker, he
comes across very simple, clear but with an incredible passion that is so
contagious, you don’t realize how time goes by in his presentation!

- MARCELO CATALDO, CEO, Tigo Une.

Duncan’s power comes from his engaging exercises, energetic delivery and the
memorability of his tools. When a 100 year old brand starts replacing stagnant
approaches with expansive language like “how might we?” or “Yes, And,” - you
know the culture is beginning to shift.

- Laurie Giammona, Senior Vice President and Chief Customer Officer - Pacific Gas and
Electric Company.
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